NEWSLETTER
Friday 18 September 2020

It truly has been a glorious week at Shrewsbury House Pre-Prep with the late Summer sunshine and warmth a
real blessing. It has allowed the children to fully enjoy the outside aspects of school life, with Forest School,
Field sessions and after school clubs all starting up. Our splendid new playground continues to prove extremely
popular – it has been lovely seeing the children running around and climbing with beaming smiles on their
faces, clearly enjoying this wonderful facility.
In the classrooms the children have knuckled down, producing some fantastic work already. I have seen
children from Nursery through to Year 2 grappling with problems and challenges, giving things a real go and
doing their best to work them out. Sometimes it has taken a group effort, with classmates working well
together. Teamwork has been our TRACK value of the week, with Toy Story’s ‘You’ve Got a Friend in Me’
featuring heavily in Monday’s Key Stage 1 assembly.
Thank you to all who came along to our Information Evening on Thursday. It was good to see so many faces in
one place, even if that was on a computer screen. As reiterated on the evening, please do contact us with any
follow-up questions or observations.
Enjoy the weekend.
Jon Akhurst
Head
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Nursery
It has been another wonderful week
in the Nursery. Everyone has settled
in and the children are really enjoying
this super September sunshine.
Portrait paintings are well underway
and it will be fun and interesting to
compare them to their lovely school
photos! As one of our afternoon
activities, the children created their
own faces with biscuits, icing and
raisins.
“My face biscuit had raisins for the
eyes, nose and mouth but face
biscuits don’t have lips.”
– Ethan M
Bees and Butterflies have all enjoyed
their first Music, French and PE
lessons and all the staff are very
impressed with how enthusiastic and
well behaved the children have been.

Bees’ first trip to Forest School was
wonderful, playing and exploring in
the woods on a glorious sunny
Autumn morning. The children were
introduced to the Forest School rules
and we talked about how we take
care of ourselves and our friends
whilst having fun in the woods. We
collected an assortment of sticks from
the woodland floor, becoming
magicians waving ‘magic wands’ and
artists drawing with ‘woody pencils.’
There was great excitement when we
rolled aside logs and discovered silver
woodlice and wiggly worms.

The Nursery Team
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Reception

This week, we have had lots of fun learning about Elmer and how to be a good friend. We made our own
'Elmer' using milk bottles and tissue paper. We thought carefully about why Elmer was special and what makes
someone a good friend.
Elmer has lots and lots of beautiful colours. I love the colours! Edward
Elmer is so colourful and he makes all the other elephants laugh. Gabriel
Elmer is made of so many colours! Joey
Elmer is such a good friend because he is so colourful. Noah
Elmer is super special and very funny! Ted
Elmer was a good friend because he tells very good jokes. -Theo
We have had a very busy week and learnt to say 'hello and goodbye' in French. Madame Trier was very
impressed with us! We had our first Sports lesson at the field and thoroughly enjoyed ourselves in the glorious
sunshine. We have also had lots of fun exploring all of the different areas of our classrooms. The climbing wall
has been particularly well used!
We look forward to finding out what next week has in store for us!

The Reception Team
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YEAR11
Year

This week Year 1 have been learning all about adjectives. We thought of lots of different words that would
describe some of the dinosaurs that we have been learning about. The children suggested words like spiky,
bumpy, huge, prickly and many more. The children were able to design their very own dinosaurs and wrote
about them, making sure that they used some of the describing words. Also this week they have created a
dinosaur display picture. The children used different media to create the sky, trees and even volcanoes!

The Year 1 Team
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Year 21
YEAR
By far the most exciting event in Year 2 this week was the arrival of the Class guinea pigs, Fudge and
S'mores. They have quickly adjusted to the hustle and bustle of the classroom and everyone has had a chance to
hold or stroke them. The warmer weather has meant they have spent a lot of time on the shelf of their cage,
enjoying the cool air and checking that we are doing our maths correctly! Senan kindly brought in some
broccoli for them to eat which they really enjoyed.
We have been reading the book Ocean Meets Sky by the Fan brothers. We looked through a box of Grandpa's
old stuff to see if we could find clues about the kind of person he was. We have worked hard to include
conjunctions, prepositions and adjectives in our writing about Finn and Grandpa's adventures. Mrs Webb has
been very impressed with our fabulous writing.
We watched a clip of the Fan brothers talking about their creative process and how they produce their
wonderful illustrations. We used our TRACK value of “teamwork” to create collaborative pictures of fantasy
worlds and creatures that Finn and Grandpa might have visited.

The Year 2 Team
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Gastronomic News...
We missed Chef Andy and our lovely lunch ladies, Sylvie and Wendy, during
lockdown. While our packed lunches were great, nothing beats walking into
our Front Hall at lunchtime and seeing what’s on offer! Here are a few
photos of Thursday’s lunch, just in case you wonder what your children are
eating!
Our menu is updated on our website every Monday, so do please take a look.
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TRACK AWARDS

A huge Shout Out to all of our Nursery children for settling in so well.

TRACK Certificates were awarded to

Reception:
Zayn and Zac B for Kindness

Year 1
Cam B for Aspiration
Jean-Pierre for Care
Zach C for Kindness

Year 2
Isaac for Aspiration
Eshan for embracing all of our TRACK values in his first few days with us!
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SPPA News...

The gorgeous painting of the school which was kindly commissioned and donated by SPPA at the end of last term
is now proudly hanging in the front hall. Mrs Becky Webb chose a lovely very, very dark grey as a background
colour and we have polished up some of the School’s beautiful antique silver trophies to complete the look!
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Happy Birthday!

Happy Birthday to Ted, Oscar and Theo.
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IN OTHER NEWS… Quote of the Week!
Quote of the Week

Mrs Akhurst “...do you have a favourite animal?”
Eshan “I do, but I don’t want to hurt all the other animals' feelings by telling you what it is.”
Eshan, 2BW

Follow us on Twitter...

If you aren’t already following us on
Twitter our handle is @shspreprep and
we regularly update the account with
news on the exciting activities in which
the children are taking part.
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